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For those of you who missed this years ICA show in San
Antonio, “Wow” what a show. Our industry is changing and it’s invig-
orating to see the latest new gear on the floor. I think the theme of
PDQ’s booth “The Spirit of Innovation” said it all. Having watched
the Laser Wash evolve over the years, I continue to be impressed with
the latest concepts and trends. Today’s car wash owner can open his
wash from his or her laptop, look real time at production, see mainte-
nance reports, change wash configurations, download actual spread-

sheets showing everything from purchase by type to production by hour
by bay. Heads up engineering has carefully addressed issues of the past, and eliminated them from the washes of today.

The wand wash is following suit. Many manufacturers were showing variable drive motors that eliminated the need
for separate pumping stations for low pressure applications. Talking meter boxes that speak in English and in Spanish
impressed me. Explaining products to end users who may not understand the written word is sure to help customers learn to
fully utilize the features of the bay.

The big challenge for operators and distributors alike is keeping up with the technology. Here, back home, staying
on top of training is a constant challenge. We are lucky to be affiliated with manufacturers who provide both our technicians
and our customers with regular schools in classroom settings. Factory training is complemented with computer based lessons
where technicians and customers alike can learn the intricacies of our equipment.

I was duly impressed with the newest PDQ Laser Wash, the M5. Capturing the work horse guts of the infamous Laser
Wash 4000 and combining that with the state of the art technology of the Laser Wash G5, creates quite a machine. Using the
latest manufacturing technologies, PDQ was able to bring this new machine to the market for less than the competing copy
cat models and still include more features and benefits.

Washtech has always made its mark by being a technology leader. We consider it our mission to drive our industry
toward constant improvement. Seeing the new ideas on the trade show floor was exciting. Innovation is what keeps our indus-
try growing and I am proud to be part of it.

“The Spirit of Innovation”
written by Craig Hanson, President

“The Spirit of Innovation”
written by Craig Hanson, President
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PDQ‘s Cutting Edge TechnologyPDQ‘s Cutting Edge Technology

M5
MAXAIR

G5
ACCESS

The new M5 is style and performance redefined! PDQ has
incorporated the best industry standards with today’s cutting edge
technology, creating the M5 Laserwash at a very attractive price
point. The M5 wash control software uses an Internet-based platform
to provide dial-in access to all key operating functions. You can
change wash packages, view performance and monitor all functions
remotely. Attention-grabbing bridge covers, bridge-mounted virtual
treadle and high tech LED signage are just a few of the features your
customers will notice. Low maintenance, versatility, faster throughput and higher profitability are a few of the 
features you’ll notice.

The new MaxAir dryer blows all the competition away! Air velocity and
flow have been optimized by concentrated air columns, air drafting tech-
nique and blower positioning. MaxAir innovative design delivers high
velocity air to the vehicle surface-where it actually counts! Your customers
will enjoy drier vehicles and you’ll enjoy lower operating costs with the
new MaxAir.

The G5 Laserwash leads the industry in touch free automatics! Period!
Go to any major tradeshow and you will quickly see that G5 design, technology,
quality and reliability are simply light years ahead of the pack. Your customer will
find that the G5 high tech appearance gives them a high level of comfort and its
optimal cleaning gives them a high level of satisfaction and loyalty. The operator
enjoys high volume throughput, low operating costs, state of the art electronic
support and web-based control, and low maintenance.

To call the Access a “pay station” is like calling the Ritz-Carlton a
“motel”. The Access is, indeed, a Customer Management System. Access has a
high tech look that is interactive and customer friendly, payment options galore,
secure vault, complete accounting and reporting functions, remote communica-
tions and real-time monitoring. Access POS Systems give a whole new meaning
to “point-of-sale”-like having your own sales force all over town! Customer loy-
alty is the key to a successful car wash operation. The new Wash Access Loyalty
System (WALS) allows you to securely create and manage loyalty programs
over the Internet.
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It is amusing how often we hear in this industry that “soap is soap ... it’s all the same stuff’. Inevitably, it
comes from those offering inferior products ... after all, if they can’t compete, all they can try to do is disparage
superior products. Inferior solutions are sometimes a way to reduce cost (by the drum, not the car) and they are
almost always a way to reduce volume and revenue!

Successful operators understand the importance of high quality solutions
and water, especially in a touch free application. Washtech has always been
the exclusive CSI Lustra distributor for the mid-Atlantic, and the vast major-
ity of our customers have always chosen CSI Lustra products. They under-
stand the winning combination of CSI Lustra solutions and Washtech
Solution Management. And their customers understand the consistently high quality product they receive!

DON’T FORGET THE FULL SCOPE OF CSI LUSTRA SOLUTIONS AND WASHTECH SOLUTION MANAGEMENT:
Superior, Brand Recognized Products at competitive price points

• “Give Your Car a Hug” Marketing Program
• Free Delivery
• Multi-tier Discounts
• Free Monthly Solution Management
• Drum Recycling and Emergency Delivery

CONGRATS!Congratulations to Anthony Cavanaugh, Solution Manager Washtech
North, for being selected Salesperson of the Year by CSI. To come out on top
of this impressive group of candidates from across the country is a nice
accomplishment for Anthony, and affirmation for his customers! If we do say
so ourselves, our Pennsylvania and New Jersey customers have one of the
best resources in the industry in Anthony!

Sales Person of the YearSales Person of the Year

The Importance of Quality SolutionsThe Importance of Quality Solutions

“Experience” Economy - The New Economic Era“Experience” Economy - The New Economic Era

offering
QUALITY

The curtain is about to rise, say Pine and Gilmore, on the Experience Economy, a new economic era in
which every business is a stage, and therefore, they must design memorable events for which they charge.

Why does a cup of coffee cost a lot more at a trendy coffeehouse than it does at the corner diner or at
home? Quality of the beans? Sure! Value of the Experience? Absolutely! They set the stage by customizing a cup
of coffee with subdued lighting and tasteful surroundings, soothing music, rich leather seating in a private setting,
wireless hotspot service, etc. In other words, they’ve turned a cup of coffee into an event.

They go on to say that “You are what you charge for.” And if you’re competing solely on the basis of
price, then you’ve been commoditized, offering little or no true differentiation. What better stage for a well
designed experience than your car wash!

check this out  .  .  .  .  .  .
Will Joyce, longtime Washtech Solution Manager in Virginia, has taken 

product brand recognition to a whole new level with his new 
customized van.
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Customer loyalty is the key to a successful car wash operation. PDQ can help build loyalty through
our exclusive Wash Access Loyalty System (WALS). Using WALS, car wash owners
can securely create and manage loyalty programs over the internet using a standard
Internet browser.

Offer good thru 08/31/2005.

For more information or to see product videos 

please visit us on the web at
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• The best loyalty system on the market. Designed specifically for the car wash 
industry.

• Now you can you use the same loyalty cards or gift cards at multiple washes.

• Supports unlimited fleet accounts and unlimited consumer accounts under one or 
multiple loyalty clubs.

• Supports both debit (prepaid) and credit (post-pay) accounts.

• Accounts can be setup as either a dollar/funds account or a wash package account. 

• Replenish/recharge existing accounts. 

• All transactions are processed in real-time and account balances are updated 
immediately.

• Review account information such as current balance and account activity reports.

• Full transaction audit trail - listing every car wash transaction and every balance 
adjustment. Reports can be viewed, printed and emailed.

• Send an e-mail to a member each time they receive a car wash - with a customized 
message and thank you note.

WALS Features include:

http://www.laser-washtech.com



